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This report presents our findings
from the audit of 2018-19 financial
statements

Actions for the Audit and Risk Committee
•

Review the findings set out in this report, including the draft
letter of representation and audit at Appendix 1 and 2
respectively;

We anticipate recommending to the Comptroller and Auditor General
(C&AG) that he should certify the 2018-19 financial statements with
an unqualified audit opinion, without modification. The draft audit
certificate is presented in Appendix 2 – Audit Certificate.

•

Consider the adjusted misstatements, set out in the identified
misstatements section (page 8), in the context of its review of
the Commission’s Governance Statement; and

•

Also note on page 8 an immaterial uncertainty, but this does
not constitute a reportable unadjusted misstatement. There are
no other unadjusted misstatements.

The Audit and Risk Committee is invited to:

At the date of this report our audit of the financial statements is
substantially complete subject to completion of review of the final draft
annual report and accounts and internal review of the completed audit
work.
The total notional audit fee charged for the year is in line with that set out
in our Audit Planning Report at £15,000. There are no contingent fees in
respect of Local Government Boundary Commission for England.

We would like to thank the Director of Finance and her staff for
their assistance during the audit process.

Paul Keane

We have prepared this report for the Commission’s sole use. You must not disclose it to any other third party, quote or refer to it, without our written consent and we assume no
responsibility to any other person.
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Audit risks (pages 5 to 6)

Presumed risk of management override of controls

Revenue and Capital expenditure recognition - Windsor House

Under ISA 240, there is a presumed significant risk of management
override of the system of internal controls. This includes potential
risks of misappropriation, but also the risk that management
introduce deliberate misstatement into the accounts. Our work did
not identify any indicators of management override of controls.

Audit adjustments (page 8)

Materiality

£42k
• We have reported on all misstatements
above £1000.
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Subject to confirming the adjustments made to final accounts due to
the write-back of accrued communal fit-out costs (now to be met
entirely by the lessor (the Government Property Agency), we are
satisfied that the accounting for Windsor House is complete and
accurate. LGBCE’s final 2018-19 expenditure is within their capital
and resource departmental limit control totals.

£10k
There was a £10k adjustment to reduce net
operating costs, a £13k adjustment to increase
net liabilities and a £23k adjustment to
reserves.
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Unadjusted misstatements

£0
There are no unadjusted misstatements.

Key audit findings
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Findings from our work on new significant risks
The risks identified during the course of our audit and not previously communicated are presented below.

1. Presumed risk of management override of controls
Details and audit response
Management is in a unique position to perpetrate fraud because of its ability to manipulate accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial
statements by using its position to override controls that otherwise appear to be operating effectively.
Under International Standards on Auditing there is a presumed risk of management override for all audited bodies.
Audit response
• Confirmed the design and implementation of controls over journal entries;
• Considered the finance team’s review of accounting for new significant or unusual transactions
• Tested material journals and those deemed more risky in nature and assessed the suitability of evidence to support the journals;
• Reviewed management’s judgements and assumptions within significant estimates; and
• Performed analysis of ledger data to help us identify and confirm any significant or unusual transactions

Audit findings and conclusion
Update from Audit Progress Report (issued May ARC meeting) – final update marked up:
•
•

•

Our testing of material journals has been completed. As part of a further risk based sample of journals, we have considered transactions that could
potentially be misallocated between revenue and capital spend. While enquiries remain on some items selected in our risk based sample, we have
not identified any issues from the testing completed to date. Update – Testing has been completed with no issues noted.
We have assessed management judgements and assumptions around significant accounting estimates. We have enquiries to confirm on accrued
(revenue and capital) costs for Windsor House and the subsequent depreciation of capital costs. Update – Our enquiries have been completed,
there is an adjustment in the accounts for the write-back of Windsor House communal fit out costs based on GPA’s confirmation that they will not
now charge for these costs. We are content that neither the original accrual nor the subsequent adjustment are indicative of bias or management
override.
We have completed an analysis of ledger data to identify, and confirm the treatment of, potentially significant or unusual transactions. We have not
identified any additional matters to the above from this work. Update – Testing has been completed with no issues noted.

Conclusion
•
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We have performed sufficient testing to confirm that there are no material misstatements due to management override of controls. We are content
that there is no significant bias in management estimates or judgements.
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Findings from our work on significant risks
In addition to the significant risk on management override of controls, we identified a further area of audit focus detailed below. This is a matter which we
consider has a direct impact on the financial statements, but does not represent a significant risk of material misstatement.

2. Revenue and Capital expenditure recognition - Windsor House
Details and audit response
During 2018-19 LGBCE moved into Windsor House, a GPA leased property, incurring capital expenditure to fit-out their space in the building. 2018-19
capital expenditure is forecast to exceed the original £50k budget allowance by £18k.
We sample tested revenue and capital expenditure, confirming:
• the Commission's analysis of expenditure; and
• that any exceptional costs are contained within the Commission’s voted budget limits.

Audit findings and conclusion
Update from Audit Progress Report (issued May ARC meeting) - final update marked up:
•

•

•

Following on from our planning report, uncertainty as to what the agreed rental charge is for Windsor House has continued. With the exception of the last quarter of
both 2017-18 and 2018-19 (which remain accrued for), the Commission has paid invoices at a higher charge (as per the signed Memorandum of Terms of
Occupation (MOTO)) prior to an exchange of correspondence with GPA (in November 2018) to negotiate a lower charge based on actual space occupied.
However, a revised MOTO and final invoice confirming that position has still not been received from GPA, which increases uncertainty. The Commission are
seeking confirmation of the final 2018-19 and 2017-18 rental costs from GPA. Update – We are content with the accuracy of the Commission’s accrual for rental
expenditure. However, on the basis of the most recent correspondence with GPA (not yet in a formalised agreement) net operating costs could be overstated by
£5k as LGBCE have (prudently) accrued on the basis of the last signed agreement (the MOTO) with GPA.
The initial commitment letter with GPA (agreed December 2017) sets out that the Commission is to make a capital contribution for the communal fit-out of Windsor
House. An estimate of the capital costs has been accrued in the accounts for the work completed to 31 March 2018 and 31 March 2019. However, no invoices
have been received from GPA to date. Given the long delay in settling these costs, the Commission should seek confirmation from GPA that they still intend to
invoice for this contribution and what the final amount is (particularly given the change to the agreed occupied space on which any charge is based). We have also
raised enquiries directly with GPA. Update – Written confirmation has been received from GPA that communal capital costs will not be recharged to LGBCE.
LGBCE are updating the final accounts to reflect this.
Although unlikely to be material, any adjustments from the points above would have an impact on the calculation of the accrued benefit from the rent-free period
and the depreciation of Windsor House related capital costs. Update – Depreciation has now been adjusted (see page 8) for the impact of writing back the accrued
capital spend on the communal fit out. We have also confirmed that any impact on the rent-free period calculation is below £1k.

Conclusion:
•

Subject to confirming the adjustments made to final accounts due to the write-back of accrued communal fit-out costs (now to be met entirely by the lessor (the
Government Property Agency), we are satisfied that the accounting for Windsor House is complete and accurate.
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Areas of management judgement
The following are the matters which we did not consider to represent significant risks to the financial
statements but that the Audit and Risk Committee should be aware of, as they are areas of
management judgement:
Description

Management’s judgment

Our view

Depreciation and amortisation

Management should assess
each year the remaining Useful
Economic Lives (UELs) for its
assets taking account of the
actual existence and use of
assets as well as the need for
any impairment in the value of
assets.

Subsequent to further discussions and a revision on
the life of the Windsor House leasehold improvement
asset (the non-communal element), we are content
with management’s assessment of UELs and the
material accuracy of the depreciation and
amortisation balances.

Depreciation is calculated to reduce the net book
amount of each asset to its estimated residual value by
the end of its estimated useful life in the Commission’s
operations.

However, we have noted (as in previous years) that
two assets had been depreciated to nil Net Book
Value (NBV), but still appeared to be in use. We are
content that any remaining value from the continuing
use of these assets is not material to the accounts.
We understand that LGBCE carries out a review of its
non-current asset register, considering any potential
additions, disposals, revaluations and re-assesses
the remaining useful economic lives for all classes of
assets. The two assets identified have been at nil
NBV for some time and are a legacy of when this
review was not completed prior to 2017-18 and no
adjustment was made at the time to re-life them as
this was not considered material.
Management will need to document their full review
each year going forwards.
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List of adjusted misstatements
Adjusted misstatements
Misstatements that we have identified, have been adjusted and are above our clearly trivial threshold of £1k. The net impact is to reduce net
expenditure by £10k, increase net liabilities by £13k with a £23k adjustment to reserves.

Adjusted misstatements
SoCNE
DR £000

SoCNE
Cr £000

SoFP
Dr £000

SoFP
Cr £000

Depreciation –
10

Capital Accrual
– 63

PPE – 53

n/a

n/a

n/a

Receivables 23

0

10

63

76

Removal of capital accrual for Windsor House communal fit out cost no
longer being recharged by GPA.

Accumulated funds incorrectly mapped to receivables in the version 1
accounts rather than to the General Fund (the other side of the entry
in the table is a debit to reserves).

Total

Net Total (excluding £23k debit entry to reserves)

10

13

Within the Audit Progress Report issued in May 2019, we reported on an expenditure item below triviality (£1000) which should have had an element
pre paid. Since then we have been provided with evidence to confirm it had been recorded as a prepayment. Therefore, there is no estimated error on
the expenditure population to report.
There are no confirmed unadjusted misstatements. However, on the basis of the most recent correspondence with GPA (not yet in a formalised
agreement) net operating costs could be overstated by £5k where LGBCE have accrued on the basis of the last signed agreement (see page 6).
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We have also made some suggestions on narrative disclosures, although we considered the first draft annual report and
accounts to be of good quality. The suggestions were communicated to the FD earlier in the audit. We are to confirm
that all remaining significant matters in the draft accounts have been updated for on receipt of the final annual report
and accounts.
Overall, the disclosures in the annual report and financial statements are neutral, consistent and clear.

Accounting policies and
financial reporting

As part of our audit, we consider the quality and acceptability of the Commission’s accounting policies and financial
reporting. We are content that the accounting policies are complete, accurate and compliant with the relevant standards
and have been appropriately applied. The judgements made by the Commission on their accounting policies were found
to be appropriate to the entity and its activities. There were no new or changed policies in 2018-19.

Regularity, propriety and
losses

We found no issues of irregularity or impropriety during our audit.
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Internal control issues
Internal control
During the course of our audit we identified two control observations, which are listed below
Windsor House rental agreement

Medium risk

Finding
There has been uncertainty throughout 2018-19 on
the sums due to GPA on Windsor House.
Differences to terms in the original agreement
between GPA and LGBCE have been raised by both
sides.

Our recommendation
We recommend that LGBCE obtain an updated MOTO from
GPA which reflects the actual agreed amount of rent and
other expenditure to be paid annually (taking into account
updated dimensions and cost per sqm figures).

High risk: major issues for the attention of senior
management which may have the potential to result
in a significant deficiency in internal control

Medium risk: important issues to be addressed by
management in their areas of responsibility.
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Management response
Management are aware of the need to clarify
the situation around Windsor House as soon
as possible.

Low risk: problems of a more minor nature which
provide scope for improvement

Audit Scope
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We have conducted our audit of the 2018-19 financial statements in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) issued by the Financial
Reporting Council and with the audit planning report presented to the Audit and Risk Committee in February 2019.
We have also read the content of the draft annual report and the governance statement to confirm that:
• the parts of the Accountability Report to be audited have been properly prepared in accordance with HM Treasury directions made under the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009;
• in the light of the knowledge and understanding of the Commission and its environment obtained in the course of the audit, we have not identified
any material misstatements in the Performance Report or the Accountability Report;
• the information given in the Performance and Accountability Reports for the financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is
consistent with the financial statements; and
• that the governance statement has been prepared in accordance with HM Treasury guidance.
As part of our audit, we assessed:
• whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Commission’s circumstances and have been adequately disclosed;
• the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by the Accounting Officer; and
• the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We are also required to obtain evidence sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the expenditure and income recorded in the financial statements
have been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament and the financial transactions recorded in the financial statements conform to the
authorities which govern them.
We have reviewed evidence to demonstrate that the Statement of Parliamentary Supply properly presents the outturn against voted Parliamentary
control totals and that those totals have not been exceeded. The voted Parliamentary control totals are Departmental Expenditure Limits (Resource
and Capital), Annually Managed Expenditure (Resource and Capital), Non-Budget (Resource) and Net Cash Requirement.
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Independence
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We are independent of the Commission in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the
financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard as applied to listed entities/public interest entities.
We have fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and have developed important
safeguards and procedures in order to ensure our independence and objectivity.
Information on NAO quality standards and independence can be found on the NAO website:
https://www.nao.org.uk/about-us/our-work/governance-of-the-nao/transparency/.

International standards on
Auditing (UK)

Cooperation with other
auditors
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We consider that there are no additional matters in respect of items requiring communication to you, per International
Standards on Auditing (UK), that have not been raised elsewhere in this report or our audit planning report. Items
requiring communication cover:
• Fraud
• Going concern
• The Commission’s compliance with laws and regulations
• Significant difficulties completing the audit
• Disagreements or other significant matters discussed with management
Internal Audit
We did not plan to place direct reliance on Internal Audit work this year, however we have liaised with them through the
course of the audit, reviewed the findings from their work (particularly key financial controls, which did not raise any
significant areas of risk) and considered the implications for our audit on an ongoing basis.
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Management of

During the course of our audit we have had access to personal data to support our audit testing.

personal data

The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) came into force in May 2018. These regulations make no difference to the
C&G’s access rights.
The Data Protection Act provides the C&AG with an exemption from the individual rights provisions where to apply the
provisions would be likely to prejudice the proper discharge of the C&AG functions. For example, this would mean that we
would not need to inform an individual about processing nor could an individual object to processing of their information for audit
purposes where that would disrupt an efficient audit.
We take our obligations under GDPR seriously. We have appointed a Data Protection Officer and all our staff are required to
comply with formal data protection policies, guidelines and procedures designed to keep third party data secure and support
privacy by design. We will destroy, return, or store personal data as necessary on completion of our work.
We confirm that we have discharged those responsibilities communicated to you in the NAO’s Statement on Management of
Personal Data.
The statement on the Management of Personal Data is available on the NAO website:
http://www.nao.org.uk/freedom-of-information/publication-scheme/how-we-make-decisions/our-policies-and-procedures/policiesand-procedures-for-conducting-our-business

Communication with the
NAO

Organisations we audit tell us they find it helpful to know about our new publications, cross-government insight and good
practice.
We share this through our e:newsletter, Round-up for Audit and Risk Committees and email notifications about to our work on
particular sectors or topics. If you would like to receive any of these, please sign up at: http://bit.ly/NAOoptin. You will always
have the option to amend your preferences or unsubscribe from these emails at any time.

Feedback on the work of
the NAO
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We greatly value feedback on the work performed by the NAO. Your views provide important input to our work with the Commission
as well as driving NAO-wide improvements. In July, Ipsos MORI will send an invitation to complete feedback on our behalf. This is
shorter than in previous years and we would encourage you to complete it.
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